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Exploring Poetry: Conversations with Contemporary American Poets

Lesson Plan Format

The purpose of the project is to develop a resource book for middle, secondary and
university teachers that focuses both on high quality, contemporary poetry and innovative
pedagogy on how best to teach the poems in the diverse classrooms.

Each chapter will be organized as follows:
1. A picture of the poet
2. A biography of the poet based heavily on interview questions
3. An example of one the poet’s poems
4. An interview about how the poem was composed and how this is representative of

how he/she writes.
5. An brief section on influences with a brief list of sources/ influences that the poet

identifies as significant on his/her development.
6. A teaching idea that the poet has used successfully.
7. A bibliography of the poet’s works and perhaps a seminal critical review or two

based on his/her work that the poet has identified as important.
8. A university level, secondary level, and middle school level lesson plans with an

example of student work (preferably a single work).

The lesson plans are seminal to the project and are to reflect how teachers at different
instructional levels and from diverse geographical regions can create innovative lessons
that are student-centered, imaginatively engaging while still addressing the state
standards of learning.

Though I am certain that many of you can develop engaging lessons, I am looking for
lessons that: encourage a deep reading of the original poem, involve creative application
of the poem through writing, art, technology, or other forms of discourse, and promote an
innovative model that may be applied to other works as well.

The format for the lesson plans for each grade level should be as follows:

1. Introduction:
a. Title of the lesson plan.
b. Name of the teacher/instructor.
c. Grade level for which the plan is designed.
d. Approximate time it takes to execute the plan and whether it is designed

for a block schedule or designated class time.

2. State Standards: (for middle or secondary teachers only)
a. These also need to be based on your respective state standards and written

out in full.
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b. Limit to 3 or 4 standards if possible. Less high-level thinking standards
subsumes a multitude of lower-level ones.

3. Lesson Goals:
a. These need to be numbered: 1.0, 2.0. 3.0 etc. (limit these to the most

obvious, less is more).
b. Need to align with Standards to some extent.
c. Format should follow General Objectives outlined in Gronlund’s book

(see below) Begin with an active verb, followed by a brief statement that
you will expect the student to achieve: EX. 1.0 Evaluates key elements of
an argument outlined in the poem.

See the resource: (Gronlund, Norman. Writing Instructional Objectives for
Teaching and Assessment, Pearson/ Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ,
2004).

4. Introduction:
a. Briefly state how you would engage the students and introduce the lesson.
b. Should be a short paragraph in format.
c. This is the lesson’s “hook.”

5. Procedures or Sequence:
a. Step by step process on how you will develop the lesson.
b. Please identify clearly how the lesson will proceed for the students.

6. Closing:
a. Brief paragraph similar to your opening on how you close the lesson.
b. Should leave the students thinking or reflecting on something significant.

7. Materials:
a. List all materials that the teacher/ instructor will need to complete this

lesson.
b. List all resources that the teacher will use to complete this plan.

8. Assessment:
a. This can be a rubric, checklist or some other form that you might use to

see you have addressed the objectives that you set forth above and that
your students have mastered.

b. Avoid a standard quiz or test. Be creative here as well.

9. Student Work:
a. Include one or two examples of student work (if possible).
b. Make certain that you have “Permission form” signed by the student/

parents and that you have forwarded them to me.
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10. Resources:
a. Identify resources that you have consulted to complete your lesson. (ideas

borrowed from other sources should be acknowledged here).
b. Include a bibliography of resources using MLA format. (Need to list

where you found the poem itself).

The lesson plans must utilize the following poems since these are the ones currently in
the book manuscript. Please consult the source below to find a copy of the poem and
include it in your Resources section. (other poems will be forthcoming as I identify poets
who are willing to participate in the project).

Sources from Participating Poets

(“Fox Trot Fridays,” p. 19) from Dove, Rita. American Smooth Poems. New York: WW.
Norton, 2004

(“Nikki Rosa,” p. 42) from Giovanni, Nikki. Selected Poems of Nikki Giovanni. New
York: William Morrow, 1996.

“Four Civil War Paintings by Winslow Homer,” p. 46 from Kooser, Ted. Delights and
Shadows. Port Townsend, WA: Copper Canyon Press. 2004.

“Whitman’s list of the things he could see, p. 107) from Orr, Gregory. Concerning the
Book That is the Body of the Beloved. Port Townsend, WA: Copper Canyon Press, 2005.

“Late Shift, p. 79”) from Seibles, Tim. Buffalo Head Solos. Cleveland, OH: Cleveland
University Press. 2004.

Poem selections TBA upon acceptance by the following poets

Nye, Naomi Shihab

McNair, Wesley

Collins, Billy

Taylor, Henry

Wright, Charles
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Project Time Line:

 Seibles—February 28, 2007 (necessary for book proposal)
 Book Proposal, June 2006

 Giovanni, Orr, Dove, and Kooser (due by November 1 2007.) We will have a
review session at NCTE Conference as part of the CEE Poetry Session to discuss
final submissions) The final decision for what will be included in the final book
edition is by the publisher and me.

 Nye, McNair, Collins, Taylor and Wright by November 1, 2007 if poems are
available

 Final Book Project Completed December 2008.

Contact Information:

Chapman Hood Frazier
Professor of Middle and Secondary Education
James Madison University
470 Ohio Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-433-0792
fraziech@jmu.edu


